Selection of kernel function for solving Kernel-Linear Discriminant Analysis (K-LDA) remains unsolved problem. In this commuication, we propose the method to formulate the Generalized Kernel Function (GKF) for K-LDA.The parameters of the GKF are tuned using the Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) to maximize the discrimination in the higher dimensional space. Experiments are performed on the petal shaped synthetic toy cluster using the proposed GKF and are compared with the results obtained using the standard kernel functions . The experimental results reveals the importance of using the proposed technique.
Introduction
In supervised learning algorithm, the feature vectors are mapped to the higher dimensional space to obtain better cluster separation. This is in further mapped to the lower dimensional space using Linear discriminant analysis [1, 2] (LDA) to reduce dimensionality. This is jointly achieved using the "kernel trick". The idea is to replace the inner product of the higher dimensional vectors with the kernel function k(x1, x2). This is known as kernel-LDA (K-LDA). K-LDA involves obtaining the new training data using the kernel function and are subjected to LDA [3] . Different kernel functions performs differently for different training sets. Choosing the proper kernel function for the particular database remains unsolved problem. In this paper, we propose the generalized kernel function as shown in the Figure  1 . The objective function for tuning the parameters used in the Generalized kernel function (GKF)is proposed and is solved using the Particle Swarm Optimization [4] (PSO). [6] in 1992. This leads to the support vector machine and is currently considered as the effective technique for classificaion. Later in 1998, Scholkopf [7] used kernel technique for PCA. In 1999,, Mika et al. introduced K-LDA [8] and demonstrated the excellent performance of K-LDA over the traditional LDA. The valid kernel function is one that has the following properties.
1. The kernel function should be symmetric.
2. The (m, n) th element of the Gram-matrix is computed as the kernel value k(x m , x n ). Thus the computed Gram matrix should be positive or positive semi defnite.
3. This is required to confirm that the eigen values of the Gram-matrix are non-negative.
4. It is noted that the Gram matrix of the Kernel function that satisfies the mercers condition [3] are positive semi definite.
There were many attempts made in constructing the kernel fucntions. Few of the most popular kernel functions [9] are the Linear, Polynomial, Gaussian, Exponential, Laplacian, ANOVA, Hyperbolic Tangent, Rational quadric, Multiquadric, Inverse multiquadric, Circular, Spherical, Wave, Power, Spline , B-Spline, Bessel, Cauchy, Chi-square,Histogram intersection, Generalized histogram intersection, Generalized T-student, Bayesian and wavelet kernels. Among them, mostly used kernel functions [10] are listed in Table 2 . Kernel functions are usually designed for the specific applications. For instance circular kernel is used in geostatic applications. Hiistogram intersection and Generalized histogram intersection and the log kernel are used in image processing. The selection of best kernel function from the list or constructing the generallized kernel function remain as the unsolved problem. There was an attempt by Tom Howley et.al [11, 12] on constructing kernels, named K-Tree, using genetic algorithm for support vector machine. They formulated the arbitray function that is symmetric, but not neccesarily mercer kernel. Also they use the fitness function that are based on the training set classification error using SVM. so this method is more suitable to support vector machine. The choice of the kernel function using Information complexity was described in [10] . But this algorithm helps in selecting the best from the list that are suitable for that application.
To our knowledge (based on the google search), there were no attempt made to obtain the generalized kernel function for Linear Disciminant analysis. In this paper, we design the generalized kernel function. We formuated the objective function that minimizes the inter-cluster eucllidean distance and maximizes the intra-cluster euclidean distance in the higher dimensional space using the "'kernel trick". Also due to availibility of Biologically inspired algorithms like Particle swarm optimization(PSO), Ant colony, Bacterial foroging, etc., solving the complicated optimization problem is becoming the easier task. Hence we also propose to solve the formulated objective function using PSO. Table 2 . List of mostly used kernel functions.
Name
Kernel function Tuning parameters (notations) k(x1, x2) used in the GKF.
Power exponential(k3) (exp
Inverse multi-quadric(k6)
Note:Polynomial kernel with c2 = c3 = 0 is the linear (inner-product) kernel.
Proposed Generalized Kernel Function
The simple and best way of constructing the kernel function is to use the existing kernel function to build the new that satisfies the properties listed in [3] . The properties that are used in generalized kernel function is listed in table 3. Based on this, the GKF is constructed using the valid kernel functions (refer Table 2 ) as the building blocks as shown in the Figure 1 . Intially, the kernel functions k0 to k6 (excluding k4) are computed to obtain 6-dimensional vector in the first stage. This is linearly combined using the matrix S1 of size 6X2 to obtain 2-dimensional vector. The elments of the vector thus obtained is applied to the function exponential (exp) and polynomial (poly) (see Figure 1 ) and are linearly combined using the matrix S2 to obtain the final kernel output k. The polynomial function is chosen with degree p − 1.(p positive co-efficients) Table 3 . Given the kernel functions k1(x1,x2) and k2(x1,x2),the listed kernel funtions are valid.
No.
New kernel function Remarks
q (k1(x1, x2) ) q is the polynomial with non-negative co-efficients 3.
exp (k1(x1, x2) ) exp is the exponential function 4.
k1(x1, x2) + k2(x1, x2) -Thus the parameter vector P is obtained by arranging the basic parametes (c1 to c5, c8, c9), p − 1 polynomial coefficients and the elements of the matrices (S1 and S2) in the specific order. Thus the (7 + p + 12 + 2) -dimensional parameter vector completely describes the proposed GKF. For instance with p = 4 (used in our experiment), the 25-dimensional parameter vector is obtained.
The parameter vector P is tuned such that the vectors belonging to the identical clusters in the higher dimensional space are closer to each other. This is measured by computing the sum of the euclidean distances between the vectors in the higher dimensional space with its respective clusters. Also the vectors that belongs to differnt clusters should be far from each other. This is computed as the summation of the euclidean distance between the vectors of the particular cluster in the higher dimensional space with the centroids of other clusters. It can be easily shown (refer Appendix 1) that the distance between the i th vector in the j th cluster (u i j ) with the centroid of the q th cluster in the higher dimensional space (mapped using the transformation Φ) is obtained as follows.
Thus the objective function J for tuning the parameters of the vector P is formulated as (2) The vector P is optimized by minimizing the function J using PSO (as described in the section 4).Note that P is used in computing k in (1).
Validity of the proposed generalized kernel function
1. Linear combinations of six kernel functions k0,...k6 (excluding k4) using the matrix S1 to obtain 2X1 vector. This is valid from the property 1 and 4 listed in table 3 2. Obtained vector is applied to exponential and p th degree polynomial function with positive co-efficients to obtain 2X1 vector. This is valid from property 1 and 3.
3. The vector thus obtained is further multiplied with the matrix S2 of size 2X1 to obtain the single value and are treated as the final proposed kernel value. This is also valid from property 1 and 4.
4. It is also noted that the kernel functions k0,...k6 (excluding k4) are mercer kernels (Having positive semi-definite Gram-matrix). But the k4 (hyperbolic kernel) is conditionally positive-semi definite. Hence we do not use it to form the GKF.
There are still other properties that are not used in our generalized kernel function. GKF with those functions are left as the natural extension of our work.
Solving J using PSO
The Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is the biologically inspired alorithm inspired from the behaviour of the swarms to choose the shortest distance to reach the destination. The position of the bird is considered as the solution to the objective function. The distance of the bird's position with the destination is considered as the cost value of the objective function. For instance, if the cost value reaches zero,the position is considered as the solution that minimizes the objective function J.
The algorithm involves the movement of the birds from the source to the destination. The next move of the individual birds are decided by the linear combinations of the decision taken by the individual birds (local decision) and the best decision taken by the groups at that moment (global decision). Tentative individual decisions are obtained by considering the worth of the previous individual decisions.(i.e) If the previous individual decision taken by the particular bird is better than the current location,the bird's next tentative decision is same as that of the earlier decision.If not, the bird keeps quite and it's tentative next position is the current position itself. In other words,the bird leave the decision to be taken by the other birds. This completes one iteration. Finite number of such iterations ends up with B (if B swarms are used) best solutions. The best among the best is declared as the solution to the objective function (refer Figure 2) . PSO is capable of solving the complex objective functions with more unknown parameters. Hence PSO is used to tune the parameters. Fig. 2 . Flow chart for optimizing the vector P (refer (1) and (2)) that minimizes the objective function J. 
Experimental results and the conclusions
Petal shaped 2D-toy cluster [12] (refer Figure 3) are subjected to K-LDA for dimensionality reduction using the 7 standard kernels (listed in the table 2) and with the proposed GKF. K-LDA is chosen to obtain the better cluster separation in the projected (lower dimensional) space. Conventional LDA without "kernel trick" is also performed for comparision. The data is projected to 1-D and 2-D space using the significant discriminant vectors obtained (refer figure 5 and 6 ). The separation between the clusters are larger when K-LDA is used. In particular, the distances between the clusters are almost identically separated when GKF is used, when compared with the other kernels (refer table 4). The discriminant vectors using the GKF are obtained using the PSO based technique as described in this paper. The PSO convergence graph for optimizing J (refer (2)) with petal toy cluster is shown in figure 4 . The pseudo inverse is used to overcome the "small-sample size problem" [2] while computing the discriminant vectors. Fifty percent of the toy-cluster data are treated as the testing data and the remaining data are subjected for testing. Nearest-neighbour classifier based on euclidean distance (in the lower dimensional space) is used to compute the percentage of success (POS). It is noted that 100 percent (refer table 4) recognition rate is obtained using the proposed technique. Thus the experimental results suggest the usage of the proposed GKF in KLDA. We are currently doing the experiments with real dataset to validate the usage of the proposed technique. The main objective of this paper is to suggest the way to compute the generalized kernel function that are used in K-LDA. 
